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The Jewish Social Contract begins by asking how a traditional Jew can
participate politically and socially and in good faith in a modern
democratic society, and ends by proposing a broad, inclusive notion of
secularity. David Novak takes issue with the view--held by the late
philosopher John Rawls and his followers--that citizens of a liberal
state must, in effect, check their religion at the door when discussing
politics in a public forum. Novak argues that in a "liberal democratic
state, members of faith-based communities--such as tradition-minded
Jews and Christians--ought to be able to adhere to the broad political
framework wholly in terms of their own religious tradition and
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convictions, and without setting their religion aside in the public
sphere. Novak shows how social contracts emerged, rooted in biblical
notions of covenant, and how they developed in the rabbinic, medieval,
and "modern periods. He offers suggestions as to how Jews today can
best negotiate the modern social contract while calling upon non-
Jewish allies to aid them in the process. The Jewish Social Contract will
prove an enlightening and innovative contribution to the ongoing
debate about the role of religion in liberal democracies.
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The conundrum of deportation and coerced labor -- Forgotten
chapters in the history of violence : deportation in the early modern
Habsburg Empire and its European surroundings -- “An Austrian
Cayenne” : forced labor in the early modern Habsburg Empire --
Austria's penal colonies : deportation, resettlement, and detention in
the Habsburg Empire -- Protestantism goes underground -- “Acting as
if in a republic already” : Carinthian underground Protestants rehearse
the uprising -- Writing against suffocation : migrant letters as
documents and strategies of survival -- A tale of two cities : Protestant
preachers and private tutors in Vienna under the rule of Emperor
Charles VI -- The teachings of Gypsy history -- “Giving short shrift by
flogging, hanging, and beheading” : a Gypsy trial and its pitfalls -- The
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enemy within : Gypsies as external and internal threat in the Habsburg
Monarchy and the Holy Roman Empire -- From poisoned pens to
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"Combating the Hydra explores structural as well as occasion-specific
state violence committed by the early modern Habsburg Empire. The
book depicts and analyzes attacks on marginalized people
"maladjusted" of all sorts, women "of ill repute," "heretic" Protestants,
and "Gypsies." Previously uncharted archival records reveal the use of
arbitrary imprisonment, coerced labor, and deportation. The case
studies presented provide insights into the origins of modern state
power from varied techniques of population control, but are also an
investigation of resistance against oppression, persecution, and life-
threatening assaults. The spectrum of fights against debasement is a
touching attestation of the humanity of the outcasts; they range from
mental and emotional perseverance to counterviolence. A conversation
with the eminent historian Carlo Ginzburg concludes the collection by
asking about the importance of memorizing horrors of the past"--


